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et f.n" The name f cod. Inlause] my stns, officers and men of the 3d Field;rmy, Lt is with murh luve and pride that I convey to you and to your brothers ir: allthe branches of the armed forces the greetings and admiraticn of your people. Hadt et been for your per-formance in Ramadan--october--we would have met in bitterness
vallow the pain and humiliation. But your performance and that of your brothers inali branches of the armed forces was most splendid. As a result of this performance.we are low meeting on such occasians to celebrate one of Egypt's greatest and mostdistinguished holidays. This is the day when Egypt's sons in the armed forces restoreddignity, honor and pride to Egypt and to their Arab nation and taught a lesson to thosewho used "o refer to t:iamse'ves as an invincible army. You established your independentidertity in this victory when you held Kibrit for more than 3 months. Kibrit was onerf the points along the Bar-Lev line which fell into your hands.. Even after the Israeliinfiltration through the bulge, you held on to Kibrit, which had fallen to you. Kibritwas well fortified :ird there were tanks and all kinds of weapons in it, but it fellint. your hands within moments. The Israelis tried for 3 months to retrieve it but failed.

Yur performance was independent and splendid, as was the performance of the 2d Army.which destroyed the [Israeli) armored brigade in 20 minutes. Each of you has establis:ehis identity and has performed. In the eurd, Egypt is your mother, and your mother Egyptand the Arab nation is your nation. Your nation is proud of you and your performance.Your nation has regained its place as number six in today's world. The whole world is,uw aware that the Egyptian fighter has mastered all of the arts of traditional andmodern warfare and that the will to fight, which was most splendidly manifested inRamadan--October, will always remain the shield and sword of Egypt and the Arab nation,(ld willing.

Yesterday, I spoke t. your brothers in the 2d Army. I concentrated on the initiativein -ny speech yesterday. You might have heard this speech. I told you, and your peoplethrough you, about everything that has happened regarding the initiative from the timethat it was a mere idea. I explained all the circumstances beginning with the timebefore the initiative was even contemplated right up to the present situation. I summedup this situation before your brothers in the 2d Army, saying that our mind and heartwill remain open and that if there are any signs or details [ay 'alamat aw ayyat tafsilat]in the Israeli stand which are worth sitting down and discussing, we will do so as longas there are new elements.

However, if the Israeli position remains unchanged and does not contain any new elements,then it will be futile to sit down and talk before this change occurs.

I have summed up our policy line in two points. The first is Israel's withdrawal fromall the territory occupied in 1967 and equally from all fronts--from the Sinai and theWest Bank as well as from Gaza and the Golan. The second point is that the Palestinianquestion should be solved, not as a refugee or humanitarian problem, but primarily asa political problem.
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Today I want to talk to you, as I promised yesterday, about our domestic front. (G:d

Almighty hau so willed that what has happened in the past 2 weeks began here in this.
very hall rd on this very date last year. I remember that I expl.icitly toIld you
here. 1 full year ago, that it is im: erative for us to forge uhead in the battle t to

build the Egyptian man through dignity, security and honor. This battle must be the
goal of all of us. We are still doing this despite the attempt which was made by some
persons on 18 and 19 January 1977, when they tried to divert our march from its
sound ^ourea. They thought that I would go back on democracy and revert to imposing
dict.atrship on this country. Their action had absolutely no effect on the measures
which we hav, taken and on which we have agreed to build our homeland on the basis of
freedom, the freedom cf man and the dignity of man. I explicitly set forth m-; goal in
this hall. I had alo said: I have not opened the concentration camps, I have not
ormed military courts and I have not resorted to martial law. However, I have left

the matter up to the public judiciary to say its word. The history of these persons
began with 15 May [1971). I am talking about the Marxists here. The history of these
person: began with 15 May when we eliminated the centers of power in Egypt and closed
the dr.tention camps forever after 40 full years, before and after the revolution. The
rerm:annt constitution was then issued in September 1971 and other events followed in
1972. In July -f that year, I ordered the expulsion of the Soviet exprots from the
armed forces, and in October 1973 I issued the order to you, and you performed yourr
task in the best possible and most splendid manner, as admitted by our foes before our
friends. And this achievement is enough to make the 3d Army proud.

This was exactly what I said to you 1 year ago. I also said: I have noted your stead-
fasrness in the bulge, particularly in Kibrit. In thcse days there was a small minority
in Cair" with shaky nerves. God willing, your people have been and will continue to
be proud of you and your action. But among every people we find a few persons, that is,
a clique, whose souls are consumed by bitterness or whose existence is dominated by
dele.tism. Or it could be that they are concerned about their standard of living.

I apoke to you last year in this place about this clique and this minority when I said:
The Egyptian people and the Egyptian forces were not shaken by the bulge. I said that"
those who were shaken were t.hose agents and the rancorous cliques in Cairo--and I was
then laughir0g. The broad popular base, as it has always done, believed in you '.::fre and
after Cct:;ber during the battle of the bulge and throughout all the phases of the ,fighting.
The only exception was a small clique to whom I referred yesterday when addressing
the 2dl Army. T:ose are the agents and the rancorous cliques.

I ::id all these things to you last year. I even said more. I Said: We have granted
you freedom and you have set the sublime example of.voluntary sacrifice. You sacrificed
for Egypt, for Egypt's freedom and Egypt's dignity. This made the whole world respect
you and esspect your Arab nation.

In todoy's world and here, the example is set for these politicians who think that the
hands of the clock can be turned back. I tell them: Here is some advice. Dc not try
to d- this because the. hands of the clock will never be turned back. I then said:
he: will never go backward.
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As for the freedom of the press, it was imperative for us to pay the price. When I
granted this freedom after 40 years, they surged forward as if freedom of the press
meant nothing more than criticizing and launching attacks. Ycu once heard me speak
of some foreign ambassadors who had asked: When will the revolution erupt? They
asked this question in view of what our press had been saying and publishing about
mistakes and deviations, as if there was absolutely no construction going on in the
country. This is a regret.table thing and I cautioned the journalists about it. However,
and despite all these things, I will not go back on the freedom of the press. I also
said in this hall a year ago: The surprising thing is that next 23 July, that is 23
July 1977 [as heard), we will be celebrating the 25th anniversary of the revolution,
while you have lived up to the trust placed in you. Therefore, I address the politicians
in Egypt and tell them: Take the example from here, from your armed forces. There
were deviations in our revolution which we corrected. After this, the armed forces
handed over the people's revolution to the people. What is prevailing now is the
supremacy of law, the state of institutions and the constitutional legitimacy, which
has replaced the revolutionary legitimacy. Let no veteran or new politician try to
exploit this situation which we have arrived at after 25 years of struggle, battles,
building and efforts. No professional must exploit this situation, particularly not
those whose nerves were shaky during the war.

I also said last year, in these very words: After the October battle nothing was left
but freedom of the press. I granted the press full freedom. There had been no such
freedom for 40 years before 1974. There was no such freedom even in the era of the
parties which are now speaking up, maintaining that the prerevolution era was an era
of freedoms. This is not true. All of us know history and know about the press laws
which the majority party at that time--the Al-Wafd Party-- sbumitted to the parliament
to satisfy the king and the palace. Some people are now trying to turn the clock back
and reinstate the Al-Wafd Party. I told you all this a year ago, and I have repeated
it to you in order that your people can hear, through you, what we spoke about last
year and can hear an explanation of what has happened as we meet this year.

You have been loyal to your country, the Arab nation, the people and the future generations.
You have been loyal in your performance. In your capacity as part of Egypt's armed
forces which carried out the 23 July %evolution 26 years ago, you have also been loyal
to your people, your history and to future generations. After 25 years of the revolution
and for the first time in history, the revolution was returned to its original owner--
the people. This was done through constitutional legitimacy after terminating the
revolutionary legitimacy. It was done in complete freedom and under circumstances in
which there were no detention camps and there was the supremacy of law. It was done
without the adoption of any extraordinary measures--custodianship, confiscation or any
measure which detracts from man's dignity. Indeed, the measures which were adopted at
one time or another were rectified by the 15 May Revolution. The 23 July Revolution re-
mained the mother revolution and the starting point in Egypt's modern history and in the
building of modern Egypt.

As I told you, it was imperative a year ago to carry out what has happened over the pact
2 weeks. This is so because I have said this to you, and ail the people have also heard
what I told you here a year ago.
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My words are written and recorded in the newspapers and in history. What occurred 2
weeks ago should have been carried out a year ago. It was delayed for.a year.

To explain things to you, it is imperative for me to go backt a little. After the 1967
defeat, we all lived with bitterness, wounds and pain. We experienced these things

in the armed forces, among the people and in every home throughout the land of our sacred
and green valley, in our desert and everywhere. Your people lived in anticipation of
the hour of salvation. They put their complete confidence in you, in their armed forces,
despite what had happened in 1967. This is because--as I had previously announced and
recorded and as history had recorded--the 1967 defeat was not sustained because of

your combat performance. It happened because Egypt's armed forces were not given the

opportunity to fight. You have never been the reason for the defeat. I have announced
this to your people, to the People's Assembly, and at all meetings, and it has gone down

in history, because it is fact. You have absolutely never figured- as a reason for the

defeat.

As I have said, your people had confidence and still have confidence in you and in the

fact that you will definitely help them. In those days, in the wake of the 1967 defeat,
that was your people's position. However, there was the small minority that gloated
over everything. They gloated over the defeat, although it had been sustained in their

land and country and in their Egypt, exactly as it is the Egypt of all of us. However,

the only thing rancorous souls can live on is hate, bitterness and envy. This small
minority gloated over their people. With God as my witness, I say that even before the

October battle, the popular base never lost confidence in you for a single moment,

never.

Then I assumed responsibility in 1970 following 'Abd an-Nasir's death. I announced
that my first objective was the battle; it was imperative for us to avenge ourselves.

All the people were unanimous in their belief in me, except for the members of this

envious minority, and every one of them disbelieved me for reasons of their own.

I began to suffer. I visited you here before the October battle. I visited you in

July and on various occasions, and I personally followed the preparations which were being
made for the battle at the very time when this small minority wanted me to use the defeat

as a takeoff point for the achievement of their objectives. Who were these people?

They were the Marxists and those elements in whose hearts the spirit of defeatism took

root. They began to, curse their army and their armed forces and to cast doubt on every-

thing, on all of our achievements. and on the fact that the battle would be waged.

In 1971 they went to the universities and .tried to incite the students. In 1972 they

resorted to the same method--demonstrations and attempts to carry out acts of sabotage

in this country. While we were silently and discreetly preparing for the battle, they

were describing us as defeatists and liquidationists and saying that we would not fight.

They heaped more abuse on the Egyptian armed forces. They said that the Egyptian armed
forces were not efficient and lacked the capacity to confront Israel's invincible army.

Some of them wrote about the futility of the battle. You complained to me when I
visited you here about such writings. The pilots in Bilbays complained to me about

those writers, who were full of a spirit of defeatism and wrho were driven by grudges.
The pilots in Bilbays complained to me.
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They incited the students. They also tried to incite the workers, the workers of
Egypt who recorded a bright picture on 18 and 19 Januiry 1977.-

The workers of Egypt and the rest of the Egyptian people, with the exception of this
spiteful minority, represent the domestic front which is defending your backs.

lhc'e: tried to stage demontrations in the universities. You know that in 1971 I closed
the detention camps forever. I liquidated the custodianships. I abolished all the extra-
ordinary measures. The permanent constitution was introduced. The state of institutions
and the supremacy of the law came into existence.

Their aim was to make me go back on all this and to resort to dictatorship again so that
they could tell the world: Do not trarst As-Sadatrs words because he has promised democracy
but has reverted to dictatorship.

I know that they are a few spiteful elements, both the Marxists who have grown up under'
the protection of the Soviet Union and the defeatists who sometimes exploit the name of
'Abd an-Nasir and at other times exploit anything and any suffering in an attempt to recover
their lost position.

These spiteful Marxists and defeatists are a small, insignificant minority. They do no:"
want any accomplishment to take place in this country. The Marxists want a Marxist state.
The opportunists want dictatorship and autocratic rule so that they can dominate the peop.e
as they did before through extraordinary measures, intimidation, custodianship and so on.

As I have told you, they are a small minority. They incited the students in 1971, 1972
and 1973. Before the battle, I suffered, but, as I told you last year, I will not go
back on democracy. They want to deceive the people into believing that I will go back
on my promise about democracy.

I say that they are a very small, insignificant minority, because the popular base, as
I have told you, during and after the defeat and up to the October war continued to have
confidence that you would take revenge. In the October battle, the sentiments of your
people became apparent in a most splendid way. This is still true today and, God willing..
will be true until doomsday.

I have tolerated many abuses. But I have always tried to prevent the evils of this
group from affecting the broad popular base. In doing so I resorted to the law, be-
cause I have not and never will go back on democracy. I resorted to the law. I did
not reopen the detention camps, although I had the right to do that and even more,
because I was preparing for the fateful battle--your battle. In the event I discover
something in the domestic front that is not protecting your backs or is trying to stab
you in the back, I will strike at it. I say and I repeat: Any person in the domestic
front, whatever his position or however loud his voice, who tries to stab you in your back,
I will strike at with absolute violence. There is no argument about this. [applause ]

However, at that time the matter did not require me to strike. No. What I am enthu-
siastic about and pride myself in and what makes you proud of 'me is the fact that
throughout the revolution and after the corrective revolution we provided the Egyptian
people with the freedom which they lacked for many centuries of fore'ign cule, Mameluke s
rule, Turkish rule and the rule of the Muhammad -Ali family.
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Tircughout these periods, the Egyptian people were oppressed. After thc 15 May Revolu-tion, which corrected the 23 July Revolution, our people have been living under one ofth: must splendid democracies they have ever lived under. I am proud of thi.^. This iswhy I will not go back on democracy, because it is the pride of all of us.

However, they tried everything. I did not respond. I resorted to the sovereigntyof tire law. The students were referred to the prosecution. I removed those elements,particularly Journalists, who were distorinr; the image of their country. T removed120 of them. I did not cut off their livelihood or send them off to remote institutionsto earn their living. No. I transferred them to the Information Department. I saidthat perhaps this will serve to deter them. Why? Because some of these Journalists,who are still around today, have been and still are contacting foreign correspondentsto give them a [false ] picture, which is then circulated abroad. On 1 January 1973 Igave orders to Marshal Ismaril to prepare the plan. In February 1973 we were at thegeneral command of the armed forces looking over the sand table model. In March 1973I gave the first alert order to prepare the forces for battle. Training in combattasks then began according to the plan we reviewed on the sand table model with all thecommanders of the armed forces in February 1973. After the alert order was given inMarchn training Degan. You all lived through this period, because you are the oneswho carried it out and entered the battle. At this time, while a11 this was taking1:lace il total secrecy, this minority was telling the foreign journalists: Egypt iscollapsing; we expect a military coup to take place in Egypt any time; Egypt is anunstable country; Egypt is finished and will not fight; As-Sadat only wants to sit inpower and why should he fight? He will not fight. This is the campaign which wasbeing launched.

A foreign correspondent wrote three articles in a British paper early in 1973 givingthe impression that Egypt was finished politically, militarily and economically. Hewrote three similar articles in the American paper, the New York TIMES. All thishappened in 1971 [date as heard] when we were working, as I told you, The foreigncorrespondent who wrote in the New York TIMES was in contact with the group of theopportunist Journalists and writers here in Egypt. He wrote three articles in theNew York TIMES, telling the American people. American people, there is no longera::ything called Egypt. Why did he write this? It is because these rancorous personsbelieved that they could change the course of events by such a method or have a shareagain (in running the country]. I did not heed any of this. I referred the studentsto the prosecution and the journalists to the Information Department. I said thenthat I was preparing for the battle but they did not believe me. I had been sayingthis since 1971, but they did not believe me. Nor did this minority believe me in1913. However, I can tell you what I depended on then and am still depending on. Idepanded and still am depending on the broad base, which represents more than 95 per-cent of your countryfs population. They are the good people. They are your good andhonorable relatives. More than 95 percent of the population had confidence in me andbelieved every word i said. This part of the population had confidence in you be-cause it knew that you would get revenge one day. This is why I did not heed thesepersons. There was no reason for me to adopt any measures. However, I will neverhesitate to strike most violently at anyone who might threaten the domestic front orattempt to hit at the armed forces while we are waging the battle of l'iberation andreon:struction.
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I will not show any mercy at all. Democracy does not mean irresponsibility, ::.aule;::".
ness or an attempt to sow hatred among the people by making a person hate his brother
or making a person in one place hate his colleague in another place.

I paid no heed to this. When I spoke at the People's Assembly last week, you heard me
talking about the Cairo of 1973 and the Cairo of 1978. What is the explanation of this?
When I speak about the Cairo of 1978, I hope it will not occur to anyone that I am talking
about all 8 million inhabitants of Cairo, I am actually referring to certain loud voices
which are attempting to mislead. But rest assured, my sons, that your base, which repre-
sents 95 percent of the population, has unconditionally and unreservedly supported you
during and after the defeat, and before, during and after the battle, and that nothing
will ever shake that base. Why did I refer to the Cairo of 1973 of which I spoke to you?
The elements with loud voices in Cairo tried at that time to distort the image of Cairo.
These elements do not represent Cairo, which has a population of 8 million, 99 percent
of whom are honorable people. The remaining 1 percent are the rancorous ones, but their
voice is loud in Cairo because they include writers, journalists and opportunists. They
also include officials in the state departments who are trying to spit venom.

They only account for 1 percent of Cairo's population, but their voice is loud. Anyonewho had read the three articles which were written in the British GUARDIAN and the three
other articles which were written by the same writer in the New York TIMES would have
gotten the impression that Egypt was finished politically, militarily and economically,
that there would be no battle or anything else, and that the situation had collapsed.

I then laughed, as I have told you, because we were proceeding to implement the plan and.
were proceeding with the training necessary to carry out the plan. Then the day came
in October when you carried out your splendid performance which changed all the values.
The pre-October-1973 world will always go down in history as different from the post-
October-1973 world. This is final. Your performance had gone down in history.

As you remember, in 1974, after the battle--we waged our battle in October 1973 and we
carried out the first disengagement of forces in January 1974--I immediately granted
full freedom to the press for the first time in 40 years--and without any strings
attached. They are claiming that the freedom of the press existed during the era of
the parties. It is a pity that they should mislead the people and falsify history.
Why? Because things are written. The papers and the books of this era are available
and those who had lived through that era are still alive and they have given their
testimony. The only time the censor touched the newspapers was when I indicated he
should do so in February 1974. That was after the first disengagement of forces, which
took place in January. As you have heard me say and as I have told you here, they
thought :hat because they were given freedom after 40 years, they thought that free-
dom meant they should cast doubt on everything. They depicted things in such a way as
to show that there were only deviations and mistakes in Egypt. What had happened? We
were just emerging from our misery and we were shouldering burdens which could crush
mountains. We were just emerging from our splendid performance in our battle which
dazzled the whole world. We were emerging to rectify things. Yes, there are mistakes,
failures, difficulties and tendencies to get into ruts in the public services. But these
are things left over from the 1960's. They did not originate in the 1970's; they go back
to the early 1960's.
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We are reforming and the reform process is going on. For instance, you have heard about
the aluminum complex which I recently visited in Naja' Hammadi. It occupies an area of
5,000 feddans. It represents modern Egypt. This complex includes dwellings for the wor-
kers, engineers and employees. The complex is in a desert which you have heard me call
the (?A1lHayy) Desert. It is called (?Al-Hayy) because it is a desert which has been
turned into a paradise. The aluminum complex was established and its sales for 1 year
paid for the cost of establishing it. Do you know when we began to build this complex?
Around the beginning of 1973, while I was preparing with you for the battle, while I
was facing the baseness and absurdities of the rancorous persons and the Marxists and
their attempts to pressure the domestic front, I was also facing the two superpowers.

At that time the United States stood solidly behind Israel--and I was confronting the
United States. The Soviet Union was outrightly pursuing a particular policy toward me--
and I was confronting the Soviet Union. All those things occurred in 1974 and, in the
midst of all these things, we began to build the aluminum complex. In just 1 year, the
revenue of the complex paid for the cost of its establishment. After all these things,
as you know and as you have heard, Egyptian aluminum has become world famous for its
good quality and purity. This is why it is being sold at prices higher than that charged
for any other aluminum. It is like cotton, for which the prices are paid in accordance
with the grades of cotton. Our aluminum was produced in the most splendid manner. Who
carried out this process?, May God rest his soul, an Egyptian man, a layman and a peasant.
He built this whole lofty edifice.

We did all this while being exposed to the abuses of these scoundrels and while we
were preparing for the battle and confronting the United States and the Soviet Union.

In 1978, this year, I saw the same behavior being repeated. The astonishing thing is
that the same elements are foolishly behaving in the same way toward me. The Marxists
have dominated the leftwing here. As you know, we established democracy here with three
wings--right, left and center. In a democracy in the world or anywhere in the world
where genuine democracy exists, political life does not contain more wings than right,
left and center, We began the experiment and parties were established. The elements
which existed in Cairo in 1973 were the Marxists, the opportunists who exploited the
name of 'Abd an-Nasir and the rancorous. I called this group the bubbles, because they
are above the surface and are worthless, while the popular base is safe and sound.

In 1978 the picture changed a little, but the aims were the same. The picture changed
in that new forces entered the scene. Parties had been formed, although I warned you
here before that we will not accept the return of old parties, and I mentioned the name
of the Al-Wafd Party in particular. We launched the 23 July 1952 Revolution because the
Al-Wafd Party had been more eaten through by corruption than any other party. Had a
communist revolution taken place after Cairo had been set on fire, as was being planned,
it would have resulted in all of them being massacred and wiped out. We did not massacre
anyone after the July 1952 Revolution. We did not massacre anyone and the revolution
took its course. When deviations took place in this revolution, we corrected them our-
selves. We did not need a revolution from outside to correct the deviations. This is the
first time such a thing has happened in history.
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I have warned that the old parties cannot come back because everything has changed after25 years. The outbreak of the 23 July Revolution simply meant that the exploitationof the broad base of the Egyptian citizen by the big landlords, pashas, and feudalists,so they can spend the money in Europe or buy Aubusson carpets for their homes, had ended.The broad base of the Egyptian people had attained its rights.

When we say today that we have a supply problem, this problem does not affect the richpeople. The supply problem affects the broad base. All the work today, after the 23July Revolution, is aimed at the broad base of the people and not the top class oflandlords, feudalists, pashas and the like. I warned that such a thing is useless.

The Marxists in 1978 are in a better situation than in 1973. In 1973 they had no partyor political wing recognized by the state. In 1978 the have a politca ad not
only a political wing and a party, but also a newspaper.

The Al-Wafd.Party, which called itself the New Al-Wafd party, was also established. Idid everything I could last summer to make these people understand that there can be nogoing back. I spoke to you a year ago and expressed my opinion then before the party wasestablished. it was useless. The love for leadership and prominence, and regrettablythe hate which accumulated from the past, the glitter of rule and of being in the limelightmake people forget and imagine that 25 yes of the life of the people and the revolution
can be ended, and everything can return to what it was before.

They started saying that there was democracy before the revolution, that there was freedombefore the revolution and that there was a press before the revolution. It is as if weof the revolution have abolished everything=-a5 if everything has become bitter, whilebefore the revolution it was all milk and honey.

We have the history. Why must we falsify facts? We have the history there. Pomposityis futile. Why is it futile? Because the regime in Egypt since 23 July 1952 does notwork in the dark. We work in broad dayligt , _

There were deviations; I rectified them on 15 May 1971. The state of institutions hasbeen established. The supremacy of the law has been established. Freedom of the presshas been estabished. The dignity, security and safety of the individual has beenestablished.

Moreover, we have the newspapers, magazin@gs and books which were issued before 1952.Everyone can read them. Why then this pompqsity?

In Cairo the communists controlled the lel'tiWing and issued a newspaper.

The recent step taken by the New Al-Wafd Party to dissolve itself is a real farce. Thepeople have decided that the politicians Whg Corrupted the political life before 1952must step aside and leave the democratic mapgh to the new generations, the latest ofwhich is the October generation, which is us.

When the people say this, this means that thae old politicians must leave and disappearfrom political life. However, their dignity must be preserved; there must be no
custodianship. They mustnot be insultep rested or detained.. They must not be
stopped from earning a living, and their ii'e and dignit ained Thbe erfered with.
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When the people said this, the great farce occurred.

When the people said: The old generations must step down and the new generations must
take over, the Al-Wafd Party, which represented the majority before our 1952 revolution,
the Al-Wafd Party dissolved itself--as if the party belonged to one man.

When these old politicians found that they would not be able to engage in politics
because the people had decided this in the referendum, the entire party dissolved itself.
This step was really stupid and ridiculous.

However, it is important for me to say, because your people is hearing me also now, my
sons--it is important for me to say that "here and in this place and with you, my sons,
I drew attention to this a year ago. I said:~ There will be no return to the past
because it is the byword for personal grudges and personal leaderships. I said this
verbatim here a year ago. After 1 year the New Al-Wafd Party dissolved itself. During
this 1 year, several of those whom I call spiteful people rushed to join this party,
hoping that they and the New Al-Wafd Party would achieve something now that an end has
been put to hatred and opportunism.

I do not know how the leaders of this party think. When the people decided to exclude
those who corrupted the political life before 1952--and the revolution broke out to
eliminate this corruption--the leader of the party adopted a step which meant "either
I or no one."

This is the concept which we want to abolish. Parties throughout the world are based on
theories and programs. The theory of the right is known. The right is represented by
capitalism and takes several forms. The center is represented by a kind of socialism
between capitalism and communism. The left is communism.

As for the left, its elements in some countries are Marxists and in other countries social
democrats, as is the case with our country.

Party and political action are not whimsical. We must discard the old method which the
1952 revolution came to remove. We must discard the juggling of old time. We must
renounce the parties which are ruled by one man according to his aims and motives and
whose aims are influence, showmanship and grabbing of power.

In today's world a party would declare: Here is my plan for building the country. The
party explains how the country is to be built and what the economy and the policy will
be. The party explains whether its policy line will be alinement or nonalinement,
membership in a bloc cr pacts, or a repudiation of all these things.

Political action is no longer what it used to be; that is, political action is no longer
carried out according to the old concept. This is why the 23 July Revolution emerged.
In fact, I was watching the bandwagon and the people who were trying to take the country
back to the past and to the state of the pashas, feudalism, landlords and opportunists.
I was surprised because these people include persons whom I had seen in the past. I
was surprised. The 23 July Revolution told the people, and this was then confirmed by
the 15 May corrective movement: People, you have absolute freedom and you are the
masters of your destiny. The time has gone forever when a peasant's son must be a
peasant and a worker's son a worker, without any other opportunity ahead of him.
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No, there are now equal opportunities. This has resulted in t , ;amng the sons of the impoverished peasants university professors, oifiicera, ' fg_~ o..and doctors, In my own village we were the only ones who were educatcd, iow -doctors, engineers and officers in my village, and some of my villagers arosity. What is this owing to? It is owing to equal opportunities.

We are telling the people: This is your policy. Beware, Do .not give it up. I amsurprised that a small faction educated at the expense of the country is now revert-ingto slavery and insisting on Going back to the slavery of the pashas. I believe that aJl.lof these people deserve our hatred.

In 1978, as I have told you, I mean in 1973, by God, the left was not recognized and itworked underground. Despite the depravity, shamelessness, excesses, the casting of diubt
and the attempts they had made at the university and elsewhere, this was no longer the
case in 1978. The left then became a wing, It was recognized by the state, and it thd
its newspaper The left was joind by the reactionary right or the New Al-Wafd Party
which is deeply involved in hatred, Suddenly, in the past 2 months, around the beginning
of 1978, a campaign--exactly like that of 1973--was launched, In this campaign it was
said that Egypt was finished. This thing was also said in the foreign newspapers through
the foreign correspondents and according to the same method which was used in 1973. Itwas said that Egypt was finished economically, politically, militarily and every otherway. The regime was finished. All the officials were thieves. Doubts were cast onevery human being. I investigated and found out that this story was being repeated inthe sae way as in 173. What new elements did I find involved in their campaign? TheMarxists were stronger because they controlled the leftwing and were recognized by the
state. Well, we said that the left should be an Egyptian left, not a Soviet left, and
they had their newspaper, The New Al-Wafd Party joined in the battle and the left
formed a coalition with the right. The extreme right joined forces with the extremeleft, But over what? Over casting complete doubt on everything--casting doubt on thecountry, the regime, the rulers and our achievements. 

"yGd hr sntiglk
figures, because essays are fuilan our achevme God m there is nothing like

i begres speak for themselves. The figures areavailable to us and the government presents them to the Peoplers Assembly. You allcan see that our PeopleTS Assembly is totally free and no one interferes with it.. Onthe contrary, the assembly members even overdo things. Everything cam be discussed andeverything is open.

As I have said, these are the old methods of the Al-Wafd Party. The spreading of rumors,the casting of doubt and the defaming.of the regime and the government are old Al-Wafd
methods. It is just as if the English, the king and the same corrupt parties of the
pre-23 July period are all still with us. These are the same methods of defamation and
undermining. They are not content with doing this at hoe, The parties gather the foreign
correspondents for a press conference--thanks to democracy a partife-gthefame Egnand to say that the situation is bad and so forth. mo cy id party life--to defame Egypt
the journalists responsible and transferred them to the Information De at en t I of
concern for your battle and for the people in the rear, I told them: You stay there,
Things proceeded well. They have the right to call a press Conference, as they indeed
did. The party of the left yesterday or the day before yesterday invited the foreign
correspondents to a press conference and excluded the Egyptian journalists and told them:We are this and that, and so forth and so on. This is the party s ri t, because it is
a party and this is part of its political activity.
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The Al-Wafd Party is the same. The party members got together on the basis of hatred,
bitterness and the attempt to defame every honorable man and to say that no achievements
have been made in the country. You have seen through my various visits the potential
of this country. Our potential is unbelievable, in land, water, people and everything.
It is necessary to have certain programs and plans.

For example, you may remember 2 years ago that the only talk in the papers was about (the
shortage of] chicken. Poultry breeding was included in our program. Today, people in
some places complain that the companies we have set up, and the merchants, are working
with the chicken producers in an attempt to manipulate the prices because chicken has
become abundant. Why is this? Because poultry breeding has become part of the food
security plan.

It will take until 1980 to overcome the bottleneck we are in. 'Why? Because we neglected
agriculture and turned to industry in the past 25 years, although agriculture is the -
basis of our economy. Before the population was not so big, but now we are increasing
by 1 million people annually. The result is that what we produce is not enough to eat.
Therfore, it is necessary to have programs and plans, and this takes time. We have the
land, the water and everything. We have brought in new technology and we are using it,
for example, in Al-Mullak, Aswan and As-Salihiyah. The potential is unbelievable.
Poultry breeding went on without anyone realizing it. By 1980 everything will be available.
We are not making plans just forthe period up to 1980 but for the period up to the year
2000, so that no one will come as I did, and find there is no food and the country is not
producing its own food. The plans are going ahead, Egypt must produce all its food
apart from wheat, which we will import. Egypt must produce all its food, apart from
wheat, and even export some of it by 1980, God willing.

Why should all of this be the subject of defamation and suspicion?

There is a new kind of irresponsibility. Some people believe that democracy means that
anyone can use abusive language. One stands in parliament and uses abusive language.
Is this the kind of example we are setting for the people?. Are we teaching the people
shamelessness and rudeness? Journalists contact. foreign correspondents. I say before
you to the foreign correspondents in Egypt: Nothing published abroad will harm us, be-
cause it will not affect us. Their continued contacts with the elements of rancor will
be useless to them, Why? Because the truth will inevitably come out.

Any attempt to contact these rancorous persons in order to distort Egypt's image will
lead nowhere in the end because we will tell any person who commits anything against
Egypt: We thank you, but we do not want you with us. Write whatever you wish from your
own country. I 'also say that I do not ask them to campaign for Egypt. None of them has'
campaigned for Egypt. What has campaigned for Egypt is Egypt's own performance; it is
your performance in October, the peace initiative, Egypt's word, Egypt's place, Egypt's
position and Egypt's weight in its Arab nation and area. All this has reached the out-
side world and the people outside know it. Therefore, we do not care for what they write,
but there must be discipline and commitment. We will not tolerate shamelessness. We
will tell anyone who writes something wrong: Do not write any more, brother. Go with
Godspeed to your own country dignified and honored. We have no time for this nonsense.
Go and say what you like about our democracy because we do not care.
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'There is a stranLc campaig;n of irresponsibility in the "eople's Assembly. Some membersare deliberately behaving shamelessly and cursing others. There are journalists whoprovide material for the Coreign correspondents. There are writers who writo: cursing
gypt. 'he fact is that they receive 1,000 pounds monthly for cursing Egypt. Thesepeople want a good standard of living, so they curse Egypt in order to receive 1,000pounds monthly while living here enjoying democracy, security and safety. Nobody here'fn Lgypt can attack anybody els1.

The l9 and 19 January incidents will not be repeated. If they oven think about repeatingthem, I will turn the incidents against them. In other qoi'ds , their own blood will. bshed because my people must live in security, tranquillity, peace and under the supremacyof the law. Discussion should be expressed through dialog, not through attempts to im-p+so bloody activities to intimidate the people. I grill show them no mercy but willsji. their own blood in th.' streets. [prolonged applause]

This is the Cairo of 1978. As for the Marxists with yout, sons, the truth is that, asyou recall, I spoke here Last year and. said that anyone who has no faith cannot betrusted. I said no Marxist can be entrusted with any post in the information or culturemedia which influences the people or in the press or any leading position in which he canharm the masses. T told you this a year ago. I have keep telling you fr the pastZ weeks that I am 1 year late. Why am I 1 year late? It is because . hoped that eachperson would understand his responsibility toward his country. It is also because Iknew that there might be the odd ones in the one family I am building, but in the end wenre one lamily and th^ odd ones might return to the family fold. Hgrettably, however,the oe arc base human instincts which man cannot resist. The only remedy for this islaunishment, severe -pnnishment.

This is what has haplpened. What did the people say in the referendum? They said fourthings., First, they said that the communists must not occupy leading positions whichinfluence the people, the upcoming generations or the youth in a manner conflictingwith the heavenly religions. This is not something new I am saying. I said it :tere toyou my sons in June 1977, 1 year ago. I was 1 year late in implementing this. Secondly,they said that the leaders of the old parties, which corrupted political life before
1952--thus bringing about the outbreak of the revolution--and which we destroyed finally,must not enter the political life with us because our democracy is now pure.

Thirdly, the people said: Those who had been sentenced in the case of th. centers oft'ower, shoce who had tortwued people and those about whom we have heard all these thingsarc to be 'Solated from political life. Not one of them should came in the future andsay: i will loin and work in political life. A party would then rally around him orhe would. join a party. They would adopt him and he would taen become a ruler. Theseare three or t.he things which the .:eople have said.

As I an telling you, I am 1 year late. I should have presented these things to the leo-I'l4 a year ago. As for the Marxists you have here, -I said: Those who have no faithcannot be 'rusted. I also spoke here about the New Al-Wafd and the old parties. I spokehere a year ago. T. be more specific, . read to Sou what I had said. I am 1 year late.As for ihose who wore involved in centers of power. well, this is something natural. Inother words, there is no place for any of these Joople in a pure democracy.
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The people said a fo'th thing: Thr oress . .hi ;plr"p y er 'hr peorle. A.I Iv
t:ld yIou, the pre.:s i.. Egy:. t has p '..sed t.irougd. Certi r: C.rumrtan:es. !r V as own!ed
by indiv iduals and part er un itil. the .July hRevolution. The pr.;s i ninued t' be . w :e°(
by individuals; for s +.,t i a"ter th' 23 July Revol ution. It wanr then nat ionalized.
I am now saying tha'; ti 1  .:,. u. :' ::' bL .a i it the people. Why do I say this? I
have spoken to you about ti: 'air, of 1978 in which there are elements of the left; and
of the New Al-Wafd Party, around which the begrudged and opportunistic people have
rallied. One of the things these elements want to exploit is the democratic atmosphere.
In other words, when the parties Law was promulgated, it gave them the right to publish
a newspaper without a permit. Do you know what had to be done before the r-velutin
in order to get a newspaper published? Applications had t, be made to the Publicatior.s
Department and to the Interior Ministry. It was an unbelievable process to get a
license to publish a newspaper.

We promulgated the parties law in the fall because we were advocating the supremacy
of the law--and we have meant and will continue to mean what we have said and what we
will say. If we do not mean something, we will say that we do rot mean it. When I
do not want something, I will tell the people and I will tell you:' No, I reject this
thing. But as long as we advocate supremacy of the law, then there will be supremacy of
the law.

The parties law says: Every party which is recognized by the state under the parties
law will have the right to publish a newspaper without asking for anyone's permission.
Indeed, the Arab Socialist Party of Egypt began publishing a newspaper without a permit;
the National Progressive Unionist Grouping Party--the Marxists--began publishing a
newspaper without a permit, ard the third party, the Socialist Liberal Party, began
publishing a newspaper without a permit. Why? Did they do s, because the supremacy of
the law °xists? They got no permit from the. ?ablications Dapartment nor from the
interior minister and nobody opposed them, absolutely not. Well, what has happened?
We have all seen the newspaper of the Marxists. This is nothing bur" a hate sheet; a
surprising process cf hatred. As I told your brothers !n the ?d Army yesterday, the
surprising thingis that I should cary out the peace initiative ar:d that Russia alone
should oppose it. Why did Eussia orpose my initiative? Because Russia is not in the
picture or because this process was not carried cut via Russia. Well, I did not carry
out this initiative through the United States. As you have r-wad in news dispatches,
whet the U.S. President heard of the initiative, to use the very English expression,
they say he was stunned [As-Sadat uses the English word "stunned"]; he was left open-
mouthed. That was the U.S. President. When I carried ut my initiative. I did not ask
the United States 'r the Soviet Union t: help me. This is a purely Egyptian initiative.
as when I embarked on my first initiative ir, 1971. In 1971 cur relations with the
United States were severed, and we still entertained some hope t-ward the Soviet Uni'n
at that time. Despite this, I did not corta':t either tho Soviet ,Uni.>n. with which we
then had contacts, or toe United States.

The same thing applies to the latest initiative. Indeed, as the dispatches say, the
U.S. Presiden' was astunded when he heard ..f my initiative. No, the Soviets said: d,,
this is a sell ut of the cause and a separate solution.

As you recali, they aed the words "a separate solutior" to attack us after the first
disengagement agreement, after the seccnd disengagemen* agreement and after the
initiative. They also in:cited Syria arid the Palestinians to say the same thing.

When the American correspondents go to the Syrian president to interview him, he says:
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a am in favr of a peaceful solution. They tell 1im: But what As-Sadat Ys doing isa pceful solution, lHe says: No, he will conclude ;a sepazrate solution. Thzey tellhim: As-Sadat has suspended the Jerusalem talks and ha; declared a million times tlthe is not after a separate solution. e

Moreover. if I was after a separate solution. there was no need for me t make myinitiative or to visit Jerusalem. There wa. no need for anything. I' the Jews were
to learn tomorrow that I wanted a separate solution, they would come running to sign.
The last time ;fr'ae]. Dr-"ferse Minister Weiznan visited me. 1 and 1/2 months ago--Isay this for the sake of history and the whole world and Israel and everybody who is. earng me--Weinman tld me: We are prepared t" reach a solution with you. We have nodemands in Sinai.. We make no claim ren ,you at all. Just signr with us regarding Sinai.I told him: Sorry, Srai is not the problem. The Palestinian issue is the roblem.
[applause]

The vice president and War Minister al-Jamasi were sitting with me.

Weizman--he can hear me now--tried most persistently. I told him: Sinai -s not theproblem. I am not afraid about Sinai. When I went to your K messe:, I told you: Ihave not ecme to ask anything frm you. Sinai is my land ard country and I will takeit. I have come to you for peace, in order to build peace.

I told him: By God, if I were sure that this separate solution would bring about peacein the area, I would go for it.

You recall that when I embarked on my initiative, I did not embark on it because Iwanted a separate solution or because I had bec.me fed up with war. I embarked on itfrom a position of strength. I applied the principle which I explained in the People'sAssembly in Nvember. I said that if we can achieve our aims and recover all our landswithout a battle and without my sons, the soldiers and officers, shedding a drop ofblood, I am ready to go the ends of the earth, including the Knesset. I said this inNovember.

I said I am ready tu go the ends of the earth, including to the Knesset, if we canachieve a Just peace that wnll return the lands without a battle, without resorting towar. Why? Because I am conrtcerned about the blood of every soldier and officer of mine.
Why did I say that I would d: this? Because in October, when I gave the orders to you,you dazzled the whole world, my sons. You carried ut my orders in the most splendid
way to the extent that Dayan stood hero in Sinai facing the 3d Army and wept before thefore-gn correspondents, saying: Wr cannot dislodge the Egyptians ari inch.

This is Dayan, their defense minister, who was ,ripped with arrogance and who thoughtof himself as another Rommcl of thedsert

I am saying this because I know what ycu will do when I give you the order,
What is wrong with this if there is a possibility of achieving a peaceful solutionwithout my sons getting killed? I am nt a warmonger and I am not after personal gloryI want to build the country. I do not want a single onde f my sons, seldiers and officers,
to be killed, as long as we can achieve r aims through diplomatic solutions in which
we obtain our full rights.

I told Weinman: If peace can be achieved through a separate solution, I would have
signed it with you and declared it to the wh:?le world because niy aim is peace, not Sinai.
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I also told him: He is hearing me now and the whole world is hearing me--I told
him: Even if you conclude peace with Egypt, peace with Syria and peace with Jordanwithou..t solving the Palestinian problem, there will be no peace, and after 5 yearswe will have another war. I am after real peace in a sense that the October war
will be the last of t!c wars. As .I told Weizman over a month ago, we are prepared for
peace and we are prepared for security, but as far as land and sovereignty are con-cerned, I am sorry. Clearly we are prepared to give peace; we are prepared to givesecurity; we are prepared to be neighborly. But we are not prepared to give up 1
inch of land or make the slightest concession as far as our sovereignty is concerned,
and we shall refuse to do that under all circumstances.

This is the situation which faced the Soviet Union. Because it was unable to say anything,
the Soviet Union came out with the idea that we are seeking a separate solution. The
Soviet Union pushed Syria and the Palestinians to say the same. I have tried very
hard to tell them that we are not seeking a separate solution. Did I say that because
I was afraid? Ndo, I am not afraid. You know and the whole world knows, by God, that
I do whatever I see is in the interest of Egypt and will fulfill Egypt's historical
responsibility. The splendid job you did in October was done not for the sake of Egypt
alone, but for every Arab as well. After the October battle every Arab raised his
head higfh. They acknowledge this. Your blood, my children, is what did this. There-'ore, we have a responsibility to fulfill.

I told Yasir 'Arafat: Listen, curse as much as you like. I know that the Russians and
Syrians have pushed you. But you must know that whether you curse Egypt or not, Egypt
knows its historical responsibility toward the Palestinian issue, because it is a fate-
ful Arab issue that involves us, too. I told him: We will pay no attention and will
not be bothered.

Correspondents and journalists in Egypt to this day enjoy the protection, security and
hospitality of the Egyptians. For 1,000 pounds a month, ,there a're Egyptian journalists
in Kuwait or Lebanon willing to defame Egypt. There are printing houses in Kuwait,
Lebanon, Paris and London financed by Al-Qadhdhafi and Iraq. The Egyptian writer who
slanders his country, Egypt, gets what he wants. There are groups in Paris, London,
Iraq, Libya and Egypt--five groups in all. I told the people in the referendum th-at
these groups should be summoned by the socialist prosecutor. What is this lack of
responsibility-and.shamelessness? You slander your country for 1,000 pounds.. What
kind of money is this? This is a contemptible livelihood. 'Shame. It is even more
impudent for the writer who lives in Egypt to do this. In order for him to earn 1,000
pounds to raise his standard of living, he sends material to slander Egypt. People
like this are believed abroad. Libya is still slandering Egypt. Regrettably, many
elements of the Kuwaiti press, whose inclinations are known, like to slander Egypt.
The elements in Paris are all Marxists who left Egypt; they are all known Marxists.
They have all been referred to the socialist prosecutor, together-with their articles.
There is also the London group and the Iraqi group. The Iraqi group was given a trans-
mitting station by Iraq to slander Egypt.

We said in the referendum that the press is the property of the people. We said that
such people and people who send material through foreign correspondents to 'slander their
country must be stopped. Irresponsible people should be restricted.
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There should be commitment and ethics. Regre ttably, we have a small group which has nc
ethics. We must teach them ethics. Why? Because we who come from the village knlow what
shame and ethics are. When the country disavows ethics, disaster will befall it. When
it adheres to its traditions and nobility and knows what is shameful and knows the values,
the country will dazzle the whole world.

-. /

I.will never forget the period in which. every person was afraid to speak vi the presence
of his brother. A man would be afraid to speak in his own home in the presence of his sen
lest his son inform the vanguard organization. I will never forget this period. Values
were corrupted and were completely lost.

Today, by God, and for the sake of the restoration of values, I will be extremaely strict.
I do this because anyone who does not want to respond to values is worthless and must be
put in his place. This is necessary so our coming generations will enjoy a clean
democracy, a clean government, in a clean country, in one family, protected by love, not
hate. Never.

Why should the press be owned by the people? Well, my sons, T lived through that period.
Many of you, my sons, were not yet grown up when [ began working in politics some 35
years ago. I was the contemporary of all these politicians. There is no politician in
Egypt, in any old or new party, who does not know me or whom I do not know. I have been
in politics for 35 years. There is nc journalist who does not know me or whom i do not
know, because I have also spent some time working in the press. This is exactly like
when : sit down with' the drivers at the transport union. I was one of them, that is, a
driver, and they all know me in your canal area here. Once I was visiting this area and
. ran into a group sitting in Sarabgiyum. 'I was driving in the car to inspect the land.
I met a driver there who was a former colleague and we had worked shifts together. I
met him in the coffeehouse there at night and we began to laugh. [applause]

L say the press is the people's property. Why do I say this? With all due respect, and
ever since i began working, that is, 35 years ago, the press has not been the peoplers
press, but has belonged to private owners, to parties or to financiers.. This is the
present practice throughout the world. Ir Europe, in England, the mother of democracy,
the practice for the past 2 years has been for the government to consider ways to help
the newspapers. The government gives them money because the newspaper industry is rinning
into difficulties and the country is now poor. Therefore, Englandrs policy will be
steered either by the advertisers, whc pay for the ads which enable the newspaper to make
profit, or by the quarters which finance the newspapert s deficit--and it could be a foreign
quarter. In England, the mother of democracy, this practice is being discussed. This is
nothing new.

What I am saying is not something odd. This is being discussed. at the highest level in
the democracies. We will take the lead in this practice, as has been the case with the
socialist union and the parties. We said: The state .will..help the parties. They said:
How ca.n this be done and how can the state help the parties? It would ;no.longer b.e
political. action. ... ,

Wlell, wOt .a >y.:r pin'ion r riel italkt Oe of"e most- h f tigr cacie
I mean «s far as the method of practicing democracy is c yrnedgnangega0 he FRG.
one can accuse the FRG of being communist, socialist or any such thing. In the FRG they
give DM50 million to the parties so that no foreign states can enter into Germanyrs party
system .and recruit spies or agents from the party members.
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The parties in 18 states of the democratic Western world openly rucci e money. This is
no hidden affair. No. The parties receive aid. The government i:; formed by one party,
but all the parties--including those which are outside the government and in the opposi.
tion--receive aid. But this is one thing, that another. Why is this so? As I have told
you, in the press and in the exercising of politics there is a tendency toward pnlarii-
zation, toward the two big poles in the world: the East bloc and the West.

The West i.s led by the United States and the East bloc is led by the Soviet Union. Each
one wants to win the world over to its side. Each has the resources to finance newsp.apers
and magazines. In addition to these two, we have Al-Qadhdhafi and Iraq to contend with.
A week ago, Al-Qadhdhafi was asked what he had done with $350 million, but he refused
to answer. Iraq has built a radio station to attack us and to attack Syria as well.
The station was originally installed to attack Syria but we are now incltided as well.
The Iraqis> brought Egyptians to curse us from the station. Al-Qadhdhafi is spending
hundreds of millions of dollars to attack us. I regret to tell ;ou that he is openly
paying Egyptian journalists in Paris and indirectly paying journalists in Egypt. This
is why I say that the press cannot become the property/of individuals, because it would
then become the property of the owner of the paper. No owner of a paper has yet been
born who will be given the opportunity to shape the Egyptian people the way he wants.
The papers must be the property of the people. I will not authorize the owner of an
advertising company to publish a paper and run it the way he wants because the company
will provide the paper's profits and compensate its losses. This is why I said that the
press is the prc.erty of the people.

When the leftist party emerged it published its own newspaper without obtaining the
permission of the Publications Department, the Interior Ministry or anybody. After we
recognized the leftist party in accordance with the parties law, the leftist party went
ahead and printed its paper. The paper came out in the form of a leaflet full of filth
and lies. The filth was manifested in the. attacks on and defamation of people. The
lies were manifested in the impudent and arrogant way in which the facts were distorted
in broad daylight. When a paper takes an irrefutable fact and says that this is not a
fact but it is so and so, then this is an act of arrogance. The press is not the pro-
perty of the parties. It is the property of the people here in Egypt. This is an experi-
mert which the entire world will follow in the future. We are not bothered by the fact
that nobody else in the world is doing what we are doing in this regard. The Soviet
Union and others follow an extreme method. We fall exactly in the center. We say that
the press is the property of the people and that the guidance instruments influencing the
people must become the property of the people, and we must govern with them as a state
of institutions and a People's Assembly.

There were the four points which were put to the public referendum. These were the three
elements which had to go. I was 1 year late in dealing with them, but I had hoped that
the national spirit and the family spirit would prevail and that we would get along.
Hos/Ner f'neve i anosisod bfrthe-return of the pre-1952 politicians. It would have been
possible tW !'.efedte electe'dl 'eide8fqthe NawAlWafd Part.y,,.but I feared that an
objection to his name would be interpreted as an objection to the party.,rWe .let, matters:
go and the party went along i.ts way, but in time of seriousness we must reassess our-
selve9189 80 p~L3118 IH99W! isz96id-e klo %%~i 3'Montida"C- $fethe maraga~dag siy M" r , Irrg;
pra8'ice i oeYiae To8etryg8 al Mr'soomob anisloosag i bodiam tr as :r-. as n-s i_erlt O{' eri n: ,rur2 dous asnw 'o da:If.io'o ,dainummoo j:nidd 1Jt O'r eddc sauoos flss enoMdssq a aIsmTEO 'I9 OdL '9eTd9 no aedsda talso2 on daddt Oa ce:Tasq 9flJ r nolILm OMQ vig

.ezsdmem Ydssq edt most zdns 'so asiqa tiunoe bns msdta
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We must eliminate everything which impedes the practice of pure democracy, because we
intend, as I told you, to correct the democratic course without detention camps, prisons,
extraordinary measures or martial law. A good example of this is the taxation law which
I returned to the People's Assembly. Why did I return it to the People's Assembly?
There are aigns of luxury in the country. They are the result o1 good incomes and not
because half of the people in the country are thieves, as they alleged. There are indeed
Egyptian factions consisting of very simple people like scrap merchants, butchers or
shoemakers who arc building apartments.

There is a clays of middlemen who benefit from the economic open-door policy. Well, I
have returned the taxation law to the People's Assembly because of all the manifestations
of luxury. A person nay want to ride in a car that is 8 meters long. I have no objection;
I do not bear grudges, my sons. I harbor no rancor and I want everyone in Egypt to have
one or two cars and a villa. I never bear a grudge. On the contrary, as you will see
in all of our new programs and in the new socieities and elsewhere, we are turning toward
this prosperity, which means enabling the individual to prove himself. But as he proves
himself, he should give the state its due. Why is this? Because along with proving himself
and riding in an 8-meter-long car, no man or woman in Egypt will sleep as long as he or she
remains uninsured against being incapacitated, getting sick or old or dying.

if a worker paid on a daily basis is incapacitated for work, he will not earn his daily
pay. Therefore, he and his children will starve. No. I say: Every man and woman in
Egypt--and the program is in progress, my sons--must receive a pension in case of
incapacity, sickness. old age or death. The gircle is on its way to completion--and this
is what made me return the taxation law to the Peoplers Assembly. Concerning the affluent
people, I cite as an example the English lrds--and England is a capitalist state, not
a socialist state as we are. Nevertheless, there is no lord who can afford to live in
his castle or mansion. They have converted them all into museums. They admit people into
these castles for five piasters to see these museums so that their owners can earn an
income. Why is this so? Because the Internal Revenue Service taxes them for owning such
great castles. '1'he Internal Revenue Service makes them pay for this scenery because justice
dictates that all the people should shoulder the burden in an equal manner.

Well, there is now an imbalance in incomes, Certain members of the lower classes now have
large incomes, such as the tinsmith, the taxi driver, the mason and others. They all earn
5 to 6 pounds daily. I am not criticizing these people. Never. I mean they are earning
the money legally, but they should pay me taes so that I can insure them when they become
sick or incapacitated. Well, now they earn 5 pounds daily. But if they get sick, they
will not earn their daily income, Then they Will find me and will get the insurance to
which they had contributed. I want these persons to participate with us in the insurance
scheme. however, these persons have suffered from privation for a long time. Let them
enjoy life a little. But as for the other i3names, I say never; I will not allow such
incomes to evade taxation while any form of luxury whatsoever exists. If someone wants
to ride in an 8-meter-long car, then let him pay me 800 pounds for it. This is necessary.
This is how things are. If he does not want to pay, he is free not to; let him then buy
a smaller car. In other words, these things muit be distributed in a sound manner so
that, as I have said, everyone will prove himsej.f and will build for himself, his children
and the coming generations while he gives the state its due. Furthermore, we constitute
a society that offers mutual guarantees and cooperates. This is what the referendum was
about.
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Therefore, they went to the universities and told :hem there: A purge is upcoming
at the universities. What is the reason? The socialist prosecutor will write a report
about you and they will purge the universities.

Perhaps you have heard about my meeting with the Alexandria University professor who,
regrettably, is mentally deranged. This is known; he is mentally abnormal. However,
he caused a great deal of confusion for the university and for the fa.culty.

Last 18 and 19 January he was caught redhanded and he revealed himself. The case was
closed. He had been removed from the university before I assumed power. When I took
the reins of government, I reinstated him in the university, because I said: All these
things are over.. But he continued to behave in the same way. When I reinstated him,
he sent me a letter in the form of a long poem. I showed the letter to the university
faculty when they were with me in Alexandria last year. I told them: This person who
has engaged in slander and in similar things has sent me a letter. Here it is in his
own handwriting and it bears his signature. He sent me the letter after I had reinstated
him in the university and after I assumed power. As I told you, he stayed at the university
until 18 and 19 January, when he revealed himself. He was arrested redhanded. The case
was closed.

The Alexandria University professors and all of us, as Egyptians and Arabs, like being
humored. For example, we all know that a university professor like this one is in an
unsound state of mind. Nevertheless, no one tries to put him in his place because we
are more inclined toward courtesy. I say that from now on this must not happen. Everyone
hears me. I told you a year ago about things which were fulfilled today.. But what I am
telling you today will not take a year to be implemented. No, it will be implemented
immediately as from today. Actually, it was put into effect after the results of the
referendum became known.;.

The staff of the Alexandria University came to me and told me that this professor is
under arrest. Do you know that he is guilty? They said: Yes. Do you know that he
is insane? They said: Yes. But the letter he sent me was full of praise. After he
was arrested and sent to jail, he sent me a second letter expressing regret. I told
them: Here is his second letter. It is in the nature of things here that each group
tries to humor the other. As of today, this must end.

I told them then: Well, I will release him from jail, and I will sidestep all formal-
ities and hand him to you now. I told them: You are responsible for him.

I tell this story because I want tco say that the lack of responsibility, the undermining
of values and the lack of knowledge about what is shameful will not be permitted in any
establishment. Perhaps some people told the university professors that I planned to
purge the university staff. Unfortunately there are some university professors who do not
deserve to be put in charge of our future generations. But these are a very small minority.
Nevertheless, I say this before you, because I know they are going to hear it. Every
establishment must be responsible for its staff. The rule will be that if anyone commits
an offense, whether in the university, union or a place of work, we will say to those
responsible: This has been committed by this man. You sit down and decide what to do
about him. If they do not decide and they resort to courtesy and flattery and to dodging
their responsibility, we will take measures. No decision or measure will be taken in
secret. No. Everything will be done openly.
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We will intervene and take charge in order to bring that man tc account. We will dot openly because Egypt, ith its nobility, values and faith, is strcger than any oeBoI t:nese. Egypt s splendor must reimrn to it. This splendor is derived from imnor-
tality, values, nobility, faith and tenacity, wich no invader of colorialist has been
able to undermine throughout the centuries, All the colonialists wre assimilat
the Egyptians. whereas the Egytpians were never assimilated. ed 'i,t

=s of this day. I say that there must be no dodging of responsibility. Every estab-lishritent mast assujme responsibility for its staff, I will :tot p">rmit the dodging of_responsibility or the undermining of the values, tenets or faith o this pdople

Every citizen in Egypt must know .that whatever the circumstances nay be, all honorablecitizens--and they are more than 99 percent of the popuationcemust rest assured that
Almighty God has taught me to keep my ,word and not be an oppressor or stankind. Let the
all 1io~r that I do not change my word, even after 10 year, and that any citizen hc.violates his comitment to Egypt will be brought to account.

.e second thing they should know is that I will never be an o s
I hate oppression. Therefore, 99 pretothnvrbeaoppressor of mankind at all.
_ te9 percent of the Egyptian people must be reassured about
-. .dy nd the supremacy of te law--all thi d^is will also apply to the remaining percent about which T hae -Ah ant even more
not change my mind. If this 1 percent is continuing to do what it has beent doing since
1973 and has not changed, then I will tell it: No. This is your record for the si

- years. I will isolate it from the ath of r - c y and fro the p ast
ofteEgpinpepe wo"sidiPnt pure democracy and from the pur~e procession' of the Egyptian pebople. [words indistinct]

.e thank God tnat such people, whom we should correct and put in their proper place,d o not even amount to 1 percent.

- e'ore I leave you, I would like to say again that my meetings with Y;ou--my meetingsi the 3d Army as representative of all your armed forces--constitute turning pointscon the history of Egypt, In all love and in all pride, my sons, the procession willcontinue to be clean, pure and strong as Almight7 God wanted it to be, so that all of'us may achieve for ourselves, for our children and for the coming generations a country
enjoying prosperity, digity, Prestige, loftiness and all the good qualities y:u have
srived for by your splendid performance in ctober a 7 by your magnificent steadfast-'n-'ss in Krit. May God grant you success. Peace be upon you.

.L-JAiASI IEETS WITH REPORTERS IN WASHINGTON

N':082122Y Cairo MENA in Arabic 1945 GMT 8 Jun 78 N1C

[=extj 'ashington, 8 June--Deputy Prim Minister and War Minister Gen Muhammad 'Abdal-shani al-Jamasi has affirmed that the Egyptian_ armed forces support all the decisionsde by President Muhammad Anwar as-Sadat in thaepast and will support all he decisions
n th fuure Headdd tat te E t epas an wil spport all his decisionsn the future. He added that the Egyptian Army does. not and never will involve itself -fl politics.

en:ral al-Jamasi told reporters today that the E t
dnt as-Sadat when he declared the. October war and they carried oat the war order. The~--ed Porces, :;e aided, also supported the President i";nen he embarked on his peace ini-
1iative an3 went to Jerusalem,

-I
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BEGIN, AS-SADAT MAY MEET IN NEW YORK IN NOVEMBER

TA220842Y Tel Aviv YEDI' OT AHARONOT in Hebrew 22 Jun pp 1, 7 TA

[By Arye Zimmuqi] P

[Text] Prime Ministe Menahem Be in nd President as-Sadat may appear on the same stage
- on 2 November in New York when they are awarded the "Family of Man" prize by the U.S.

Council of Christian Churches.

Begin and As-Sadat have agreed to go to New York for the presentation of the prize, which
is given for a contribution to the advancement of mankind. The two were chosen as
winners of the respected prize in a poll carried out in 1,700 U.S. churches.

It is possible that President Carter will present the prize to the prime minister and
the Egyptian president.

The presentation ceremony will take place at the Hilton Hotel in the presence of 3,000
churchmen from around the United States and senior members of the administration. It
is conceivable that the presence of Begin and As-Sadat in the United States at the same
time might be taken advantage of to arrange a meeting between the two.

SHARON PROPOSES MILITARY-ECONOMIC ALLIANCE WITH EGYPT

TA211413Y Tel Aviv 'AL HAMISHMAR in Hebrew 21 Jun 78 pp 1, 2 TA

[By rAmir Shapira] -

[Text] Minister Ari'el Sharon proposes that the Israeli cabinet adopt a new formula
in which it would declare its readiness to undertake a military-economic alliance with
Egypt, and that only within the framework of such a treaty would any further Israeli
proposals, beyond those already submitted to Egypt in the Israeli peace plan, be
presented for discussion between the parties.

A proposal in that spirit will probably be raised in the cabinet during the discussion
of the Israeli answer to the last Egyptian message, which makes a renewal of the direct
talks between the parties contingent on the presentation of new Israeli ideas.

This correspondent has learned that the subject has already been presented to the prime
minister, and a hint was given in Sunday's cabinet meeting when the minister of agri-
culture raised a far-reaching proposal, according to which Israel would first reply to
the Egyptian message that was transmitted several weeks ago, and only afterwards would a
reply be made to the two questions submitted by the United States.

The military-economic alliance formula between Israel and Egypt is presented by Sharon
as a possible way out of the maze in which the negotiations have become entangled, and
it is described as an ultimate state of relations, which should be sought in stages,
Sharon contends that the process could begin by signing a formal peace contract, after
which both sides should develop common elements that would guarantee a state of relations
in which the danger of war would disappear (similar to the model of the Common Market
countries). A military-economic alliance of this sort is likely, according to this con-
ception, to bridge the gap between a formal and a real peace, and grant the two countries

a fool-proof capability to defend themselves.

In return for such an alliance, Israel would refrain from presenting any territorial

demands, and would insist on one concession only: the guaranteeing of a situation that
would free Israel from the fear of a military conflagration,
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REACTION TO STATE DEPARTMENT STATEMENT REPORTED

TA220800Y Jerusalem Domestic Service in Hebrew 0505 GMT 22 Jun 78 TA

[From the Morning Newsreel]

[Text] Initial reactions in Israel to the State Department spokesmants statement are
reported by correspondent Sara Frankel:

The United States, as is its wont, is reacting in two voices, say Jerusalem circles.
State Department officials scold Israel, and the assistant secretary of state soothes
us. Then comes the official communique, and it includes two parts. Basically, the
circles say, this is a positive reaction. One part complains that the Israeli replies
do not react in full to the U.S. questions; the other part refers to the operational
aspect. The United States will.continue the talks with Israel and with Egypt and will
seek ways to continue the negotiations with the possibility of a renewed shuttle trip
by a U.S. personality in the area.

Israel agrees with the second part, but not with the first. Jerusalem is dismayed by
the fact that the United States avoids reacting to the replies it received from the
Egyptians on the Israeli questions: How does Egypt interpret Resolution 242, and whether
it would agree to conduct separate negotiations with Israel. Jerusalem would like to
know what the Egyptian replies were, since the Americans do say that they had talks
with Egypt regarding the subject of the West Bank and the Gaza Strip. What are Egypt's
ideas? Jerusalem asks. If one is to judge by As-Sadat's speech this week, one could
find in it the Egyptian position regarding the U.S. questions to Israel. As-Sadat told
his listeners that with the implementation of the agreement, Jordan would receive the
West Bank and Egypt the Gaza Strip, and 5 years later the area would be handed over to
the Palestinians. In Jerusalem it is asked whether this was also the official Egyptian
clarification to the United States. It is also said here that the United States has
suggested to the Israeli Cabinet a reply formula. The Israeli reply does not conform
to the U.S. formula, as there are differences of opinion between the two governments.
Hence, it is only natural that the Americans are not satisfied, a senior political
source told me. Fundamentally, however, the source said, the U.S. reaction is positive.

FURTHER QUESTIONS EXPECTED DURING MONDALE VISIT

TA211552Y Tel Aviv IDF Radio in Hebrew 1510 GMT 21 Jun 78 TA

(From the Evening Newsreel]

[Text] Government circles in Jerusalem today estimated that the United States will,
after the dialog with Egypt comes to an end, address questions of clarification to
Israel. This will happen during Mondalets visit in about 10 days. The circles said
that so far the Americans have not asked for additional clarifications to those given
verbally by Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan and 'Ambassador Simha Dinitz. Our political
correspondent reports that the accepted evaluation is that Vice President Mondale will,
during his visit, ask for various clarifications on Israel's position.
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The sources seemed to hint that Begin would not be averse to a sharp rebuke for Weizmanadministered by his Herut Party or by the Likud as a whole. But the premier would notwant the matter to proceed any further than that, and lead to Weizman's resignation.

Weizman himself apparently regrets some of the coarse phraseology he employed during lastweek in his semi-public attacks on the governmentrs policy and especially on ForeignMinister Dayn._

But he plainly does not intend to desist from his criticism as such, and proposes tocontinue expressing his own view which favors a softer line.

In MAAly on Friday, the defence minister was reported as telling his friends that PremierBegins position today was similar to that of Eshkol on the eve of the six-day war. Justas Eshkol then lacked the courage to make war, so too Begin today lacks the courage tomake peace, Weizman allegeduy said.+

KNESSET LIKUD LEADER AGAINST WEIZMAN'S RESIGNATION

NC241507Y Jerusalem Domestic Service in English 1200 GMT 24J Jun 78 NC
[Text] Defense Minister Weizman's criticism of the government stand has sparked a furor inthe Likud Party; some called for his resignation. In this interview, the Likud's~jMosheArens chairman of the Itesset's Foreign Affairs and Defense Committee, talks to Shim'onAyal o1iabout the issues. [bgn eorig

[Question] Do you think that Mr Weizman should resign over the remarks over the standthat he took in opposition to the stand of the prime minister and the majority of the cabinet?

[Answer] Well, as I said, theres been a denial that these remarks have been made and,therefore, my position is that they were not made.

[question] I am not so much talking about the remarks themselves but about the positionhe had taken by the voting against the cabinet; not the remarks which were attributed toMr Weizman but over the factual issues as they stand--as you know them.

[Answer] Well, in my own opinion, the defense minister went too far by voting againstthe governiusnt~s position. I think he certainly would have been in his right in presenting
siion, in trying to convince the prime minister, and firstly the people inthe Likud--and Likud ministers--that it should be his position that would be adopted.

But after not having been suc-essful.-in my opinion, being a member of the governalyent,on the part of Likcud, representing Herut in the goenetadntjs isl esnly
think he was bound--he should have accepted the government rs position and given hissupport in the vote n the government. The fact that he did not do so in
tran enough for him to resign. And I think if it is his intention and convictionhat in the future he will observe the discipline that I think he has to observe withinthe party framework that he represents and, after throwing out his ideas and supporting .his ideas, in the final analysis accept the position as it is being determined eitherbo arty caucus or by the Likud ministers in the government, then I think he can certainlycontinue in office.

[Question] What exactly is happening? Where is the opposition coming from to Mr Weizman?Wnhere is his support coming from?

[Ansaver] Well, I don't think that there is any way of telling with any degree of accturacy _today what the extent of support within Herut is--and I assume that that's what you're
eferring to--for exceptions that Mr Weizman has taken to the government stand. I don'tthink that he has any significant support in the party for that stand.
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The NRP 's departure would mean the collapse of the Begin government, even should
Justice Minister Shemu'el Tamir steer his five supporters inside the Democratic Movement
for Change back into the Likud.

Reports from inside La'am, the junior Likud faction, say its leader, Commerce, Industry
and Tourism Minister Yig'al Horowitz, is seeking Weizman's removal. It is unclear
whether Horowitz will make his move at today's cabinet meeting, but he is seen likely
to move at Monday's Likud Knesset faction meeting.

Horowitz is basing his attack against Weizman on the minister's outburst at last Sunday's
cabinet meeting when he found himself isolated over the voting on the replies to the U.S.
questions. Weizman has since formally denied, through the cabinet secretary, that he
called the prime minister and Foreign Minister Dayan "liars." However, he has not
denied saying "I am going to prepare the army for war" as he stomped out of the cabinet
room.

The defence minister's supporters charge that Horowitz is acting on Dayan's behalf.

A similar detitand for action against Weizman has been raised in Herut, reportedly from
Agriculture Minister Ari'el Sharon. And Michael Dekel MK has tabled a formal motion
censuring Weizman to come up at the Herut Central Committee session set for July second.
It has now been put off due to U.S. Vice-President Mondale's visit.

It is learned that, following the scene at last Sunday's meeting, there was a concerted ji
move to oust the defence minister, in which Dayan, Sharon and some of Begin's close
supporters reportedly took part.

However, it is understood that the NRP cabinet ministers--Burg, Hammer and Abu Hazera--
have resolved to block the anti-Weizman design.

The NRP position was spelled out to the Jerusalem POST last night by its Knesset faction
chairman, Dr Yehuda Ben-Me'ir, who said his party would strongly resist any anti-Weizman
move. "We wish to make it clear that this is not just an internal matter of Herut and I
,the Likud alone, but concerns us too, for it affects the very performance of the t --

government. It is of no less vital interest to the NRP than to the Likud," Ben-Me'rir
stressed,

POST:. BEGIN HAS NO WISH TO OUST WEIZMAN I

TA251312Y Jerusalem POST in English 25 Jun 78 p 1 TA

[By David Landau]

[Excerpts] Premier Menahem Begin does not want to bring about Defence Minister Weizman's
resignation, according to sources close to the premier. The sources noted that there is
mounting criticism of Weizman within the Likud for his tough criticism of government
policy. But they said that, following the defence minister's denial last week of a
particularly sharp attack on Begin and Dayan attributed to him by DAVAR, Begin hoped
the entire episode would fade quietly away.

Weizman's denial, the sources said, was "a political fact." It represented a measure
of readiness on his part to accept Begin's leadership, even though he 'did not agree
with the decision of last Sunday on how to reply to the U.S. questions on the future
of the West Bank.

The sources spoke to the POST last night, following Commerce Minister Yig'al Horowitz's
(Likud-La'am) call for measures against Weizman.
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[Question] I'd like to come now to the American reaction to the decision made by the
Israeli Government regarding the questions which America asked. America expressed its.
regret at the decision. Senator Javits yesterday went a step or two farther. He said
that he would like to shock Israel, perhaps, into some reaction. What is your opinion
both of the American reaction and that expressed by Senator Javits?

[Answer] Well, I am afriad to say that the reaction is mistaken, and I know that
Senator Javits is a very good friend of Israel, and a friend of long standing but I think
he is mistaken in the view that he's taken. But, of course, the origin of the mistake
I think was not in the answers that were provided by Israel and the reaction to these
answers from the United States Government, but rather in the very questions themselves.
I think, first of all, it's most unusual for one government to present another government
with a set of questions and to suggest a set of answers which was the case here. I
understand the administration presented Mr Dayan with the answers to the questions. This
is unprecedented and unusual and, I thin$, first of all, it's most unusual for one govern-
ment to present another government with a set of questions and to suggest a setof
answers which was the case here. I understand the administration presented Mr Dayan I -

with the answers to the questions. This is unprecedented and unusual and, I think, cer-
tainly not a positive way of discussing issues between two allies--and the United States
and Israel are really countries in alliance with each other--but, worst of all, this is
not at all conducive to the peace process. I think the administration, I am sure, not with
any ill intentions, effectively is bringing about the aborting of the direct peace talks .
that finally came about between us and Egypt some 7 months ago when As-Sadat came to visit
us "-a situation that Israel has struggled for 30 years to attain: to come to the point
where Arab leaders would talk directly to us, and the administration now is trying to
revive negotiations by proxy, serving as a middleman whom we know is, and will continue
to be, subject to severe Arab pressures--from the Saudis, both because of the energy
crisis and the monetary situation that prevails due to the energy crisis. This can only
serve as a disincentive to As-Sadat to carry on or resume the direct negotiations, which
he brokeup and we see the results. As-Sadat is angry, simply that herd much prefer to
have the United States put pressure on Israel than him returning to the negotiating table
and I think the origin of this move was mistaken--presenting Israel with these questions
which, of course, was already a form of pressure on Israel, It was my opinion--and I
expressed it and I discussed it with the prime minister--that Israel should not have
replied to these questions at all. It was clear to me that, regardless of whatever reply
Israel provides, it would not be found to be satisfactory by the Arabs and, as a result,
would not be found to be satisfactory by the official spokesmen of the administration.

And my recommendation to ourselves, and most certainly to our friends in the United
States, in the administration in Washington, is to do everything possible to bring
As-Sadat back to the negotiating table.. And everything possible, in my opinion, does not
include preconditions for negotiations. Negotiations have started, As-Sadat has interrupted
them, and I think he must now be urged--and even pressured--to return to the negotiating
table.

[Question] Do you think that the formulation--the actual putting up of the American

questions to Israel--perhaps was intended to put Israel into a corner?

[Answer] There's no doubt about it in my mind at all. Therets no doubt about it and

I think we easily understand the reasons for it. I think the conclusions of the administra-
tion are mistaken. But the reasons--the background for the scenario--well, we know very
well.
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The United States is under pressure by the Arab world and by Saudi Arabia in particular--

because of the energy crisis, because of the cost of oil and the desire to assure a continued

supply of oil--and I think the United States mistakenly finds that the only way that it

can improve its relationships with the Arab world, increase its influence in the Arab world,

assure itself of oil supply, assure itself that the price of oil will not be raised, is

by demonstrating to the Arab countries that the United States is putting pressure on Israel

and that the United States can attain certain objectives that the Arabs are aiming for,

that the Arabs are not capable of attaining themselves and were not capable of attaining

with the aid of the Soviet Union. [end recording]

POST: BEGIN'S POOR HEALTH AFFECTS CABINET'S WORK

TA260642Y Jerusalem POST in English 26 Jun 78 p 9 TA .

[Editorial ] .

[Text] The issue of Prime Minister Begin's health will not go away.

Mr Begin!s personal physician yesterday convened a press conference at which he sought to

refute the latest claims, this time by TIME magazine, to the effect that the prime minister

was so ill as to be unable to function during recurrent intervals.

It would take an equally prominent cardiologist with the relevant medical data at hand to

dispute Mr Begin's doctor. TIME and the other foreign journals who have recently commented

on Mr Begin's health were admittedly basing themselves only on impressions obtained from

prominent but unnamed Hadassah Hospital physicians who were not attending the prime

minister.

But one need not be a physician to dismiss out of hand exaggerated claims that Mr Begin "is

well." Anyone who has seen the prime minister lately, or who has watched the cancellation

of a number of his public appearances, and the conscious trimming of his public schedule,

knows that he is not well.

Last year prior to the elections, Mr Begin's physicians also issued denials of the myocardial

infarct which he had suffered. It was not until Mr Begin himself wisely announced the details __

and severity of his illness that the public learned the truth. As a result there is not

a great fund of confidence in the public and political community in doctors' blanket state-

ments,

?gut whatever the truth about Mr Begin's physical condition, the fact that he is perceived

to be ailing is an undisputable political condition. It has weakened his hold on his

colleagues in the cabinet and prompted preliminary soundings in the coalition and out

about new political alinements.

At the same time however, Mr Begin, as prime minister, is the dominant figure that maintains

the present alinement of political forces. These forces have an overriding interest in

resisting any cabinet change, even if, like the Democratic Movement for Change, they are

not always happy with Mr Begin's positions.

As a result the top level of our political life has become suffused with constant speculation

and anticipation of governmental change coupled with a vested interest in denying and pre-
venting it.

Orderly decision-making and cabinet unity under these circumstances is difficult. Denials -

by physi.ianns won't change that.
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GNOMMENTS ON HIS HEALTH, EGYPTIAN PROPOSALS

TA270651Y Jerusalem Domestic Service in Hebrew 0505 GMT 27 Jun 78 TA

[From the Morning Newsreel}

[Text] Israel will not give in to dictates. This was said last night by Prime
Minister Menahem Begin when he completely rejected the Egyptian proposals. This -
was the first public reference by Mr Begin to the peace program being formulated in
Egypt. Last night the prime minister went to the rose garden to attend a meeting of
Likud activists in Jerusalem to mark the first year of the Likud cabinet. Our corres-
pondent on party affairs, Sara Frankel, was there:

Last night the prime minister went to the rose garden after having participated in 6
hours of debates. The public awaiting his arrival gave him an enthusiastic, warm
reception, interrupting his remarks from time to time with stormy applause. Menahem
Begin felt at home last night, with his own people, and this was noticeable immediately
when he began speaking. The prime minister spoke first about the state of his health.
[begin recording ]

[Begin] I am very happy to have been given the opportunity to came to you and prove to 4
you, thousands of the inhabitants of Jerusalem, and, in particular, to our communications
media, that I am a healthy man. [applause] I do not remember any period when the
communications media took so much interest in the health of one man. I will tell you
the story: I leave home in the morning, the communications media film me from my right
side; I reach the office, the communications media film me from the left; I work in my
office and go back home, they film me from the front. In all my life--and I have reached
a certain age, I am not a young man--I have never been filmed so much. [end recording]

After this, the prime minister wanted, as he put it, to move over to serious issues.
He spoke about the difficulties, the concern and the efforts to achieve peace, but such
peace, he said, as will give the people of Israel security. [begin recording]

[Begi:n] It is hard, that is true, that if you hear such a demand from the south--give
up Gaza, give up Judaea and Samaria and then we will hold talks with you on Israel's
security problems--thank you very much. [laughter, applause] To this we say kindly,
thank you very much. [end recording.]

Later the prime minister criticized those claiming that a year had passed since the Likud
rose to power and no agreement has yet been signed. I want to ask, he said, a year has
passed, and before that, did 29 years not pass? [begin recording]

[Begin] Only 1 year and they are already standing with a watch in their hands. Where
is the treaty? Where is the document? Where is the signature? Well, all right, there
is a second side. There is an enemy which is maintaining a state 'of war, which is
raising demands, and I want to say here simply: the State of Israel will not accept
dictates; the State of Israel will conduct negotiations. [applause] [end recording]

BEGIN-WEIZMAN MEETING SAID TO HAVE BEEN 'COOL'

TA261222Y Tel Aviv YEDI'OT AHARONOT in Hebrew 26 Jun 78 pp 1, 8 TA

[By Uri Porat]

[Excerpt] Yesterday, Prime Minister Menahem Begin told Defense Minister 'Ezer Weizman
that the promises Weizman made last week in his visits to Nabulus and Hebron were under
the authority of the Ministerial Committee for Security Affairs and that therefore only
that committee is authorized to approve them.
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During his visit to Nabulus the defense minister granted the demand made by Mayor Bassam
ash-Shaka to permit the municipality to import three generators to increase the electricity
supply in the town.

The generators affair has in the last few years become a subject for political conflict
between the military government and the inhabitants. The military governnent demanded
that the town be connected to the Israeli electricity system while the inhabitants objected,
regarding this linkup as a political act which ties them to Israel.

In Hebron, Weizman granted the demand to permit the return of a physician, Dr Ahinad Hamza
(Natsha), who, 2 years ago, was expelled to Jordan for instigating and carrying out
hostile activity.

Weizman's responsiveness to the inhabitants' requests has pleased the inhabitants in
Judaea and Samaria, and many people praised him for his initiative. r.

Yesterday's meeting between Begin and Weizman was prearranged (even before the last
crisis) and was intended to be a discussion of defense issues. It was a tete-a-tete and I
was described as having been cool.

I{

The prime minister told his associates that he did not intend to dismiss the defense
minister, but that the latter must confine himself to matters under his jurisdiction.

WEIZMAN, HERUT FACTION APPARENTLY RESOLVE PROBLEMS

TA262042Y Jerusalem Domestic Television Service in Hebrew 1900 GMT 26 Jun 78 TA

[Text] It appears that the bumps have been ironed out between Defense Minister 'Ezer
Weizman and the Herut faction. A short while ago a protracted meeting of the Licud -
Knesset faction, which the prime minister and the defense minister attended, ended at the
Knesset. Israel's answers to the United States and the remarks by Minister 'Ezer Weizman
were discussed at the meeting. Our correspondent Nahman Shay reports from the Knesset
[begin videotape]

Prime Minister Menahem Begin came to the Likud faction meeting mainly to listen, but also

to make himself heard. In view of the allegations that the defense 'minister had been

misled, the prime minister said: I did not promise anyone that I wouild.adopt one proposal
or another. I considered every proposal with the aim of presenting the cabinet with a
draft proposal of my own, and that was what I did. The prime minister participated through-
out the meeting and paid close attention to the discussion.

'Ezer Weizman said: I believe in a complete Eretz Yisra'el. In my view, Judaea, Samaria

and the Gaza Strip are an inseparable part of Eretz Yisrarel. This I have always believed,
and I even preferred this belief of mine to my duties in the IDF. The minister, made this

statement, after members of the faction asserted that he had abandoned, as it were, the

principles and ideals of the party.

The minister spoke at length and in a tone of appeasement. He expressed regret over what

he had said in the corridors of the cabinet last week. According to reports from the Herut

faction, he thus alleviated most of the resentment that had been felt against him.

The faction meeting lasted for about 5 hours. The marathon discussion was attended

by most of the faction members. There was deliberately no suggestion to adopt any operation-

al resolution, certainly no confidence or no-confidence vote in the minister. It was

emphasized that a distinction should be made between Weizman's expressions against the
foreign minister and those against the prime minister, with the faction primarily defending
the prime minister. Ultimately, Weizman was requested to implement the rules that result

from his membership in the faction as well as in trhe cabinet. The current debate in the

Herut faction has, apparently, come to'an end. [end videotapeT
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Details on Meeting

TA270750Y Jerusalem Domestic Service. in Hebrew 0505 GMT 27 Jun 78 TA

[From the Morning Newsreel]

[Text] The faction supports the cabinet in its peace program and its political moves.
This is the text of the resolution which the Likud faction passed last night at the end
of marathon discussions held with Defense Minister 'Ezer Weizman. 'Ezer Weizman sat
for 7 hours yesterday, first with the Herut division and then with the entire Likud
faction, 7 hours during which he heard and also expressed views on the cabinet decision
on the replies to the United States, the political negotiations and his reaction to the
cabinet's decisions. Our correspondent in the Knesset, Zevi Lidar, reports:

'Ezer Weizman is in favor of Eretz Yisra'el. I have devoted my entire life to Eretz
Yisrarel, he said last night, and hecause of my support for this idea, I had problems
in the army concerning advancement and promotion. What I have done and am now doing
for Eretz Yisra'el others are not doing today. However, the defense minister thinks,
we must stand up at this time to the test of peace in the not unlimited belief in the-
sincerity of the president of Egypt. As-Sadat, in Weizman's view believes in peace and
wants it, not necessarily out of a love for Israel as much as out of a desire to overcome
the poverty affecting his country.

The defense minister totally rejected complaints that he is blindly following the
Egyptian president's personal charm. .lie said that when he heard As-Sadat's conditions
for peace in his speech to the Knesset, he sent a note to the prime minister, in the
middle of the speech, saying that he was going to prepare the army for war. Did any
of you say such things then, Weizman asked. He added: I believe in peace. I do not
want us to reach a situation where they will accuse us, the Likud, of having led the
nation to war. For peace, he continued, one needs a strong army and so I said that I
was going to prepare the army. The IDF is indeed stronger than it has ever been before.
Since the Yom Kippur war we have procured military equipment worth $6.5 billion and this
is a greater strengthening of the IDF than it underwent from the time of its creation to
the Yom Kippur war.

Referring to the cabinet's political moves, 'Ezer Weizman leveled criticism at Moshe
Dayan's statements. The cabinet, in his view, made a dangerous move in that it speaks
with the United States instead of speaking directly with Egypt. Israel's leaders have
always sought direct talks with the areas and along comes As-Sadat and we rush to the
United States. How, Weizman asked, was it possible to ignore such a contact? How
is it possible that for an entire month the cabinet did not answer Al-Jamasi's message?
Along with the criticism, Weizman complimented the prime minister on his leadership and
said that he believes and hopes that Begin will bring peace.

The defense minister emphasized one thing: He does not intend to resign. I still have
a great deal of work in the Ministry of Defense, he said. Not one member of Herut or
the other Likud groups demanded Weizman's resignation. It appears that all of the heavy
ammunition prepared against him had already been spent in the communications media over
the last few days.

Along with the remarks of support he gained from some Knesset members, he was also
criticized. MK Amnon Lin said that he did not accept 'Ezer Weizman's conclusions that
As-Sadat wants peace. It is impossible, he said, that the fate of the third temple
should be dependent on the defence minister's feelings.
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A similar view was expressed by Yosef Rom, who was relying on As-Sadat's book and who.said

that the president of Egypt was not in the habit of changing his positions in accordance

with needs. Gelula Kohen attacked Weizman for the fact that, as a minister, he comes: out

against the cabinet. It is her assumption, she said, that you run ahead of and beyond

the prime minister's peace program. MK Moshe Arens joined with Ge tula Kohens criticism,

but supported Weizman's view that a link with the Arabs-is to be given preference over U.S.

mediation. Pesah Grupper came to Weizman
t s aid and attacked the La'am members who, in

his view, are parties to an anti-Weizman plot. He attacked Moshe Dayan, saying that the

leaks from the cabinet sessions had been let out deliberately in order to harm Weizman.

MK Kaufma, who concluded the debate in Herut, demanded unity and teamwork in the leadership.

He expressed full trust in the prime minister's leadership, his political honesty and his

path. This mood of support for the cabinet and its political path also prevailed in the

session of the entire Likud faction.

Has the Weizman crisis ended? Have the faction members been convinced of his remarks?

On this we heard from Herut division member, MK Yig'al Kohen, who initally was one of the

chief attackers of Ezer Weinman. [begin recording]

[Kohen) I estimate that today's debate in Herut permits a continuation of correct activity,

now that the defense minister has heard the comments by the members regarding his statements

after the cabinet session, particularly the interviews at the end of the week. The expla-

nations the defense minister gave, together with the approach he expressed, in fact indicate

a continuation of adherence to the cabinet's peace program, and, in my view, permit the

continuation of the correct work of the cabinet, the faction, concerning the issue we have

been debating. [end recording]

TENSION INCREASES IN S: LEBANON BETWEEN UN, MILITIA

TA270806Y Jerusalem Domestic Service in Hebrew 0505 GMT 27 Jun 78 TA

[From the Morning Newsreel]

[Text] In southern Lebanon relations between the Lebanese militia and UN personnel again

worsened after the militia opened fire at units of UN troops from Ireland. They also pre-

vented the passage of supplies to the UN bases. The terrorists have also increased their

activity over the last few days in the sector and various signs point to cooperation

between them and the UN personnel. Our correspondent in the north, Yehezgel Hameliri,

reports on developments in the area:

Fire was opened on the UN units from Ireland as a warning and to deter them. The militia

had received reports that the UN units from Ireland were to deploy in the area under

militia control. The Lebanese militiamen then hurried to signal to the UN personnel, by

firing several rounds over their heads, that they were indeed prepared and wou.d, at

any cost, prevent their deployment in the field. The UN troops did not return the fire

and opted to dig in at their positions and keep to their bases in spite of the threats by

the militia. They are going mad, the UN commanders in the sector said. They are capable

of slaughtering us.

The worsening of relations can also be seen in the increased severity of the difficulties

the militiamen are making for the passage of supplies to the UN bases in the field.

Yesterday, the militia prevented the passage of supplies to units from Ireland and they

have again begun to make the passage of supplies difficult for units from Norway, who are

concentrated in the eastern sector.
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ATHERTON STATEMENT ON PALESTINIAN PROBLEM REPORTED

NC291340Y Cairo Domestic Service in Arabic 1230 GMT 29 Jun 78 NC

[Text] Alfred Atherton, U.S. roving ambassador for the Middle East, has emphasized that
a settlement of the Palestinian problem is an indivisible part of any Middle East settle-
ment. The United States, he said, is interested in promoting peace in the area on the
basis of Israeli. withdrawal from all the occupied Arab territories, provided it is part
of a comprehensive peace agreement.

Atherton was addressing the U.S. Senate Foreign Relations Committee. He explained that
the current U.S. efforts are geared toward the resumption of peace negotiations between
Egypt and Israel and getting other parties to join in the negotiations.

AL-AKHBAR COMMENTS ON BEGINS HEALTH, IDEOLOGY

LD291800Y Cairo AL-AKHBAR in Arabic 28 Jun 78 p 6 LD

[Editorial: "The Medical Explanation of the Fumbling of the Israeli Government"]

[Text) The article published by the Israeli paper DAVAR regarding Begints illness
deserves thinking about. The condition of health of the Israeli prime minister is
reflected in the "condition of health" of the Israeli Government and'its policy, as
the Israeli newspaper said.

Although the medical report on Menahem Begin's health says that he is fit to carry out -
his duties, activities and responsibilities, the same report, which oovers only the
condition of health of Begin, cannot explain the unnatural behavior of the Israeli
Government.

The Israeli Government is suffering from increasing divisions and one-upmanship among -
its members. The phenomenon of rifts in old alliances, the emergence of new alliances
and the inability to adopt attitudes consistent with the peace initiative have now
become one of the prominent features of the Israeli situation.

We disagree with the Israeli newspaper in using psychological or medical analysis in
order to explain the fumbling of Israeli policy. We believe that the cause of division
and inability to meet the challenges of peace are not due to the condition of health of
the Israeli prime minister but rather to the Talmudic, military and Zionist ideology
of the Irgun gang to which Begin belongs and of which he is the leader.

This means that the problem of the Israeli. Government's "illness" is primarily in need
of historical and political explanation. It "also needs a political treatment because
the logic of Begin is no different from that of General Sharon, his minister of settle-
ments; nor is it much different from the logic of Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan.

Changing this logic first requires liberating the.Israeli people from its influence and
impact. Second, it requires further Egyptian and Arab efforts in order to tighten the
circle of peace around Begings government. Third, it requires a U.S. and international
stand that will strengthen the moderate currents inside Israel and curb the influence
of the "sick" logic of the hardliners who want land, security and peace for themselves
at the expense of the holy Arab national interests. This tragedy might push the Middle
East toward a situation that would threaten its security and stability.
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